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they are more entertaining, but of course do not represent Aleman.
Mabbe also translated the Exemplary Novels of Cen antes (1640).
Quevedo's Sueftos was the first of his books to be translated.1
Quevedo was a favourite Spanish author aftci the Restoration, and
translations of the Buscon and of various groups of his works were
frequently appearing. One of the translations of the Buscon was by
John Davies of Kidwelly (1657), and this hard-working gentleman
also published a rendering through the French of La Gar dun ti de
Sevilla, under the title of La Picara (i 665). The Viaje Entt etenido
was not translated, but it gave Scarron the idea for his Roman
Conuque, which appeared in several English versions in the seven-
teenth centuiy. La Picara Justin a was adapted to foim part of a
set of picaresque stories entitled The Spanish Libertines (1707). Of
imitations and of the effect of the picaresque spirit upon English
writers much will be said in later pages. Many of the translations
mentioned date, it will have been noticed, long after what has been
specially described as the age of translation. To this later crop
belong, of course, the English editions of Cervantes, beginning
with Shelton's version of the first part of Don Quixote, in 1612.
The influence of Cervantes on the English novel was the most
penetrating of all, but it came into operation at a much later era.
Compared with those from the classical languages and from Tramla-
Italian and Spanish, Elizabethan translations from other sources tionsfrom
were not of remarkable importance. The language best known to   rencb*
the professional translator was F rench ; but French was used chiefly
as a medium through which Italian, Spanish, or Greek and Latin
works were rendered into English.  Even when the English writer
knew his author's tongue, there is often evidence that he had a
French version as well as die original text before him. Otherwise,
the literature which had contributed most to ours—and was to
contribute freely again after the close of the Elizabethan age—had
very little to give us at this time in the way of prose fiction. The
Heptameron was regarded as a model by some of the compilers of
story-books—at least by such as gave their collections a dramatic
frame \ Painter selected some items from this storehouse, and there
1 In Pistons, or HeVs Kingdom, and the WotleTs Follies and Abuses^ strangely
displaied by R* C. [Richard (Jio&hawej Being the frst fruits of a reformed life
(1640). There was another version by Roger L'Estrange (1667).

